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15% discount on Cbazaar products like Saree & Salwar Kameez. Special discount for
Thanksgiving only.

Cbazaar.com has introduced a 20% discount on all its products including Saree, Salwar Kameez,
Sherwani, and Lehengas this week to celebrate the Thanksgiving weekend. The offer is valid till Nov 30th
only.

Nov. 24, 2009 - PRLog -- Thanksgiving is a harvest festival celebrated to express gratitude and thanks for
the harvest to all who were involved. Now-a-days thanksgiving is celebrated on the second Monday of
October in Canada and on the fourth Thursday of November in the United States. 

Thanksgiving dinner is held on this day and is usually attended by the family members and friends. The
food included in feast include turkey, duck, geese, venison, fish, lobster, clams, swan, cranberries, dried
fruit, pumpkin pie, squash, and many more vegetables.
Other than the Feast, Thanksgiving is strongly associated with thanksgiving parade and shopping. When
Thanksgiving arrives, every shop announces heavy discounts on their wares and this is better known as
Black Friday. Following the Thanksgiving Day, these sales continue for about a week.

In tune with this, Cbazaar.com this year has announced a 20% discount on its products. Cbazaar.com is a
leading online portal that sells exquisite Sarees, stunning Salwar Kameez, royal Sherwanis, gorgeous
Lehengas and much more. The delicate embellishments, embroidery and the vibrant colors of these
ensembles are ideal to dazzle everyone. The Kurtis available at the site can be teamed up with jeans, Salwar
or Churidar and mix matched according to the theme. 

The Gent’s collection has handsome readymade Kurta-Pyjamas apart from the sherwanis. The statuesque
pieces justify the tall and elegant look of the person donning it. The Kurta-Pyjamas for the young boys
bring out a gregarious look along with the innocence of the kids. The stunning collection for young girls
includes radiant Churidar, Salwar Kameez and Party-wear dresses. The mesmerizing ensembles assure to
capture the festive mood of the occasion.

Cbazaar.com is one of the most popular online shopping website for Indian Clothing that includes Sarees,
Salwar Kameez, Anarkali suits, Bollywood Fashion, Costume and Fashion Jewelry. South Asians such as
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Sri Lankans living in USA, UK, Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
Europe, South Africa and other parts of the world love to buy their designer clothing online at Cbazaar.com
because of the wide range of designer sarees, traditional sarees, bridal sarees, Punjabi Salwar suits, Kurti,
Handbags and other fashion accessories.

# # #

Net Avenue Technologies (P) Ltd was incorporated in 2001 with the website 
http://www.chennaibazaar.com catering to NRIs residing worldwide who wished to send gifts to their loved
ones in India.
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